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Abstract
APELC has developed an Impulse Radiating Antenna
(IRA) that consists of a TEM-horn-fed parabolic reflector
that is directly driven by a 22-J, 400-kV Marx generator.
The system is based on standard Marx generator designs
offered by APELC. The Marx generator output couples
directly to the TEM horn via a transition from a coaxial
geometry that approximates a standard coaxial-to-parallel
plate transition. Primary design considerations that
facilitate achievement of high instantaneous radiated
power include appropriate Marx generator rise time,
transition design, and TEM horn focal point positioning.
Data collected over the course of the system design is
presented.

I.

BACKGROUND

Impulse Radiating Antennas (IRAs) have been
extensively tested and reported on in open literature
[1],[2]. Systems with direct feed schemes similar to that
proposed herein, however, have not been reported
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extensively. The advantage of the APELC IRA system is
that the Marx generator driving the IRA is directly
connected to the RF feed which eliminates the need for a
low-impedance cable between the Marx and RF feed and
also reduces the need for a complicated impedancematching balun. The disadvantage of the proposed system
is the aperture blockage caused by the Marx and Marx
support structure.

II.

SYSTEM DESIGN

The APELC impulse radiating antenna, shown in
Figure 1, is comprised of a MG10-3C-940PF Marx
generator, a 6-ft parabolic reflector, a custom built
support frame, a transparent TEM horn, and a TEM horn
feed section. The Marx generator directly drives an inline
balun in a configuration referred to as an unbalanced feed
which then flares out to form a TEM horn that terminates
on the perimeter of the parabolic reflector.

(b)

Figure 1.

(a) Major components of the APELC 6-ft IRA. (b) Major components comprising the RF transition
section, the parabolic reflector, and the Marx generator mounting hardware.

A. Marx Generator
The Marx generator used in the system is a slight
modification of the APELC MG15-3C-940PF, reported in
[3], the only difference being that five stages were
removed from the generator resulting in a lower
impedance, 10-stage, Marx generator capable of a peak
erected voltage of 400 kV. The electrical specifications of
the MG10-3C-940PF used as the source for the IRA
system are listed in Table 1. The stages that were removed
allowed for the accommodation of a peaking circuit that
was placed in-line between the Marx generator output and
the TEM horn feed section.
Table 1.

Electrical Specifications of the MG103C-940PF.
Parameter

Value

units

Number of stages
Peak erected voltage
Maximum charge voltage
Maximum energy per pulse
Capacitance per stage
Erected capacitance
Series inductance
Source impedance

10
400
40
22
2.82
282
250
30

kV
kV
J
nF
pF
nH
Ohms

B. RF Specifications
An inline balun is used to gradually transition from the
coaxial Marx generator geometry to the parallel plate feed
required for the TEM horn that sources the parabolic
reflector. The gradual taper is a necessity in order to
reduce geometric discontinuities that can cause impedance
mismatches and consequent reflections of propagating
waves. Abrupt geometric discontinuities ultimately lead to
an inefficient RF system.
A traditional TEM horn could not be used to source the
parabolic dish along the axis of the parabolic reflector due
to the large aperture area (and subsequent aperture
blockage) required to radiate the frequencies of interest. A
semi-transparent TEM horn was used to source the
reflector and was constructed using ¼” brass rods to guide
the propagating wave onto the reflector.
The parabolic reflector has a diameter of 180 cm and a
focal distance of 68.2 cm yielding an F/D ratio of 0.38.
Due to the amorphous nature of the transition from the
coaxial Marx generator geometry to the semi-transparent
TEM horn, a precise definition of the phase center of the
source was difficult. Consequently, the optimal position
of the Marx with respect to the parabolic dish was
determined by experiment and simulation rather than by
analysis. Experiments with the system demonstrated that
very small deviations in the position of the Marx with
respect to the parabolic reflector significantly affected the
radiated field amplitude and pulse shape. Deviations as
small as ± 0.200” from the optimal location resulted in a

10% decrease from peak radiiated E-field. A deviation of ±
E
0.500” resultedd in a 13% deecrease from peak radiated Efield. Similar results
r
were fou
und via simulaation.

C. System Sppecifications
The system
m’s maximum
m volumetricc footprint is
i
approximatelyy 10 ft. X 6 ft.. X 7.75 ft andd it is two-maan
p
portable
and single-man opeerational. The system
s
requirees
a source of com
mpressed breatthable dry air which
w
is used in
i
t Marx geneerator as an insu
the
ulating gas at pressures
p
below
w
2 psi.
250
As mentionned before, the
t
frequencyy of radiation
ttransmitted byy the system is inversely propportional to thhe
M
Marx
output pulse
p
rise time. The realized rise
r time woulld
limit the highhest frequency
y content radiiated while thhe
lower limit would
w
be set by the paraabolic reflectoor
diameter, where frequencies lower than 1000 MHz shoulld
n
not
propagatte well beccause the half-wavelengt
h
th
approaches thhe reflector diameter.
d
Stanndard paraboliic
r
reflector
desiggn guidelines actually sugggest sizing thhe
r
reflector
diam
meter at 3 wavelengths
w
of the lowesst
frequency trannsmitted or received
r
(a deesign guidelinne
w
which
was signnificantly strettched for the APELC
A
IRA).
The system is capable of 50 Hz operation for 10 shoot
bbursts. Subseqquent revisions to the Marx geeometry used in
i
t
the
IRA sysstem have deemonstrated repetition
r
ratees
exceeding 2000 Hz for burstt lengths of seeveral secondss.
A
Additional
sysstem parameterrs are given in Table 2.
A conservaative estimatee of radiated electric fielld
strength can bee made using the
t radar equattion and severaal
simplifying asssumptions. Asssuming the Marx
M
voltage of
o
approximatelyy 200 kV (i.e. 800 MW) coouples to a 500Ohm load annd a system antenna gain of 10 dB, a
conservative estimate
e
of 490
0 kV/m normallized to a rangge
of 1 meter can be derived as shown in Equaation 1.

I
III.

SYST
TEM DESIGN AND
P
PERFORMA
ANCE

A. Preliiminary Experriments
The peerformance of the Marx gennerator was veerified
prior to itts integration into
i
the system
m. A cable loaad was
fitted to the
t output of the generator and provided 30-ns
one-way transit
t
time isoolation betweenn the Marx gennerator
and the looad. Several diifferent peakinng circuit geom
metries
were testeed to reduce thhe Marx generaator rise time, and
a all
geometriees tested used high-pressure
h
dry breathablee air as
the insulaating gas. The geometry impllemented in the final
system reeduced the Marx
M
rise time from 20% off peak
amplitudee to 80% from 2 ns to 520 pss, as shown in Figure
F
2.
A cabble adapter section immeddiately follow
ws the
peaking circuit
c
and serrves two purpooses. The firstt is to
transitionn from the coaxxial Marx generator to the coaxial
c
cable (RG
G 220) used forr transit time isolation. The second
s
purpose served
s
by the cable
c
adapter iss to create a prressure
seal betw
ween the Marxx pressure vesssel and the outside
o
environm
ment. The mechhanical and electrical aspects of the
design coontradict eachh other resultiing in a smaall (~4
inches inn length) highh impedance section
s
betweeen the
Marx ouutput and the beginning off the coaxial cable.
Consequeently it is impoossible to inferr that the rise tiime of
the pulse applied to thee RF transitionn is the same as
a that
shown in Figure 2 becaause the RF trransition has a much
more graadual impedannce profile thaan the cable adapter
a
section. Plans
P
to re-engineer the cablee adapter sectioon and
to incorpoorate diagnostiics on the RF transition
t
sectiion are
in place.

(1)

Table 2.

C IRA system parameters.
APELC

Paarameter

Vaalue

units

Maximum
m system heigh
ht
Maximum
m system widtth
Maximum
m system lengtth
Focal Length of parabolic reeflector
Diameter off parabolic refleector
Far fieeld of system

992
7
72
1220
682
180
5

in
in
in
mm
cm
m

Figuree 2.

Exaample Marx geenerator wavefo
form
from testiing with a cablee load.

B. Simu
ulations of the System
Severall simulations assisted
a
the design of the system
s
includingg an excursion of source possition relative to the
parabolic reflector to determine the dish
d
focal poinnt. The

abridged resullts of a focal point
p
excursionn are shown in
i
F
Figure
3. Thhe simulationss were perfoormed in CST
T
M
Microwave
S
Studio
using solid modelss generated in
i
SolidWorks. The
T
simulatio
on results dem
monstrated thaat
system gain had
h the same sensitivity to relative sourcce
p
position
as waas observed in experiment
e
andd as is expecteed
from standardd antenna th
heory. While the observeed
b
behavior
betw
ween simulatio
on and experrimental resultts
w
were
similar, the simulaation space and resultinng
computational requirementts were too extensive to
t
p
precisely
moodel the ph
hysical hardw
ware createdd.
Consequently, the optimal lo
ocation of the Marx
M
relative to
t
t
the
parabolic dish varied by several innches from thhe
optimal distancce of 46 inchess found throughh simulation.

Figure 3.
The depen
ndence of relattive position off
Marx to parrabolic reflecto
or on system gaain at several
frequencies of
o interest. The legend indicattes the relative
distance beetween the sourrce and the parrabolic dish.

transitionn region, the seemi-transparentt TEM horn, and
a the
parabolic reflector weree performed. Thhe RF transitioon was
sourced by
b a unipolar impulse
i
with a 600 ps rise time, a
15 ns falll time, and a total excitationn interval of 400 ns to
allow thee simulated system
s
to reacch quiescencee. The
results off the simulationns are shown in
i Figure 4. Thhe top
down vieew shown in Figure
F
4 (a) reveals
r
a spherrically
divergingg (i.e. convex) wavefront whiich is approxim
mately
conformaal to the spheerically conveerging (or conncave)
geometryy of the parabollic reflector. The conformity of the
sphericallly diverging wave
w
with the reflector
r
is exppected
because the RF transsition is locatted at the opptimal
illuminatiion distance. The
T side on view
v
in Figure 4 (b)
shows a somewhat brroken sphericaal wavefront, likely
caused by
b an asymmeetrical unipolaar excitation which
results in behavior as a half TEM feeed antenna. Thhe side
on view in
i Figure 4 (c) illustrates thhe far field gaiin in a
linear scaale and shows a 15 deg maiin lobe skew. Also
note the side
s lobe emergging from the coax-to-transm
c
mission
line transiition.

nostics
C. Low Voltage Diagn
TDR and
a VNA measurements werre conducted on
o the
system byy replacing thhe Marx generrator with a cooaxial,
constant impedance feed. The TDR
T
measureements
indicated that the imppedance in thhe transition region
r
(between the Marx gennerator output and the TEM
M horn
arms) inccreased graduaally from 60 too 90 Ohms. While
W
a
gradual im
mpedance variaation is desirabble in order to match
the 33-Ohhm source imppedance to freee space impedaance of
377 Ohm
ms, it is unknoown at this tim
me if the impeedance
variation is optimal. Additional
A
simuulations are pllanned
for the neext revision of the
t APELC IR
RA.

Following the
t determinatiion of the opttimal source to
t
rreflector sepaaration distancce, simulationns of the RF
F

Figure 4.
(a) A top down
d
view of a near field cross-section of thhe IRA system
m excluding thee Marx generatoor. (b)
A side on view
w of a near fielld cross-sectionn of the IRA syystem excludinng the Marx gennerator. (c) Sidde on view of the
t far
field gain froom the IRA sysstem.

ure 5.
Figu

Experimentallyy measured raddiated electric field normalizeed to a range of
o 1 meter.

VNA measuurements indiccated strong rejjections arounnd
360 MHz, 4220 MHz, and 500 MHz, alll of which arre
somewhat coorroborated by
b
the RF measurementts
p
presented
in the subsequeent section. Passbands
P
werre
p
present
betweeen the aforem
mentioned freqquencies and it
w also founnd that frequen
was
ncy componentts between 150
M and 220 MHz were nott rejected.
MHz
D. RF Measu
D
urements
The entire system was testted following the
t low-voltagge
diagnostics annd the cable load testing of the Marrx
generator. RF measurementss were conduccted on a 10-m
m

Figurre 6.

r
using an A. H. Systems double ridge guide
antenna range
horn (moddel SAS-570) as
a the receivinng antenna.
The sysstem was tested at a charge voltage
v
of 40 kV
k and
optimal peaking sw
witch pressurre. The ressulting
experimenntally measureed waveform iss shown in Figgure 5,
and indiccates a peak raadiated electricc field amplituude of
approxim
mately 220 kV//m when norm
malized to a diistance
of 1 meter. The spectrral content of the radiated signal,
s
shown inn Figure 6 as a normalized FFT,
F
shows a center
frequencyy of 210 MHz and
a a 50% banndwidth of 80 MHz.
M

Sppectral content of the radiatedd signal shown in Figure 5.

IV.

C
CONCLUSI
IONS

C has developeed a Marx driiven IRA capaable of
APELC
radiated electric
e
field strengths in exceess of 200 kV//m at a
normalizeed range of 1 m and a center frequency of
o 210
MHz. Thee peak field strrength produceed by the system
m was
nearly haalf of the valuee predicted byy the radar equuation.
The systtem uses a coaxial-to-paral
c
llel plate trannsition
section too mate a coaaxial Marx geenerator to a semitransparennt TEM horn driven
d
in an unnbalanced modde. The
first revission demonstraated the feasibility of a direcct feed
scheme even
e
though thhe radiated fieeld strength was
w far
below thhe maximum predicted
p
by the radar equuation.
Additionaal developmentt on the feed scheme and thee Marx
generatorr peaking switcch are either planned
p
or preesently
underwayy.

Figure 7.
Measurred antenna patttern for 6-ft
Radiating Dish. The patttern given is a ratio of the
measured fieldd at each angullar location (in degrees) to the
maxximum measureed field in deciibels.
The antennaa pattern of thee system, show
wn in Figure 7,
7
was measured about the horrizontal plane as
w
a illustrated in
i
F
Figure
8. Ass is typical with
w
any paraabolic reflectoor
antenna, the beam
b
is narrow
w and tightly confined alonng
t
the
axis of the parabolicc reflector. The
T
half-poweer
b
beamwidth
off 20° is perh
haps greater than
t
would be
b
expected from
m a system witth a parabolic reflector. Thiis
could possiblly be explain
ned by the fact that thhe
w
wavelength
off the center freequency of the radiated signaal
is in the neighhborhood of the
t diameter of
o the paraboliic
r
reflector,
whicch might adversely affect thhe ability of thhe
r
reflector
to collimate thee beam. Thee non-uniform
m
illumination of the reflector as shown throough simulation
could also cauuse the broad
d antenna patteern. Additionaal
study is planneed prior to the next
n system reevision.

Figure 8.

The orienttation of the fieeld pattern withh
respect to the system.
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